
GLOBE 2016 Innovation Expo: 
Showcasing Clean Tech Solutions and 
Investment Opportunities
Identify opportunities. Establish networks. Transact deals.

Attached to the GLOBE 2016 Conference, the Innovation Expo is an international platform for connecting public and private 
sector buyers from over 50 countries with clean tech solutions and investment opportunities.

The Expo represents one-of-a-kind access to a network of clean tech innovators from around the world that provide services 
or products in areas such as power generation, smart grid, energy and natural resource efficiency, alternative fuels, advanced 
materials and transportation, carbon capture and storage, and greenhouse gas (GHG) management.
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Why attend GLOBE and the 2016 Innovation Expo?
• Forge partnerships, determine business and supply chain 

opportunities, and transact deals before, during, and after GLOBE 
2016: Exhibitors and Conference Delegates have exclusive access 
to GLOBE’s B2B networking software (GLOBE MaX), which enables 
business collaboration, partnership development, and technology 
innovation.

• Find an innovative solution to a business problem: Walk the Innovation 
Expo floor, engage clean tech companies through GLOBE MaX, and/
or sponsor a sector challenge (independently or with partners) as part of 
the Challenge-Pitch Forum and let GLOBE help align you with a potential 
solutions provider.

• Connect with potential investors and explore investment and joint 
funding opportunities with a diverse range of organizations including 
angel and venture capitalists, economic development agencies, funding 
organizations such as SDTC, MaRS, IRAP, CCEMC, and many others 
from around the world.

• Gain market intelligence and market insights: Learn more about 
evolving and mature clean tech markets, potential investment and joint 
funding opportunities as well as pending regulations, industry trends and 
best practices with respect to innovation, efficiency and productivity at 
GLOBE’s exclusive Market Update workshops. Trade Commissioners, 
government and business representatives from more than 60 countries 
attended GLOBE 2014, and we expect even more will attend this year 
who will be able to provide intelligence on global markets from Europe 
to Latin America, Southeast Asia and China.

• Attend GLOBE Conference sessions on thought leadership (business 
development and strategy and economic forecasting) as well as practical 
tools and takeaways for corporate sustainability practitioners.

• Participate in site visits hosted by the City of Vancouver, City of Surrey 
and Metro Vancouver to see first-hand where leading-edge practices and 
technologies have been successfully employed, leading to enhanced 
profits and community benefits while reducing environmental impacts.
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Countries, with a High Degree of 
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Pacific, Latin America and Europe
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250
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23
Trade Commissioners and 
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from across North America

Unparalleled networking opportunities: Connect with the right people,  the right organizations, 
the right solutions
Network with the largest group of decision makers, clean tech solution providers, and government officials focused on clean tech in the world.


